
WHAT ARE FADs
Fish aggregating devices are floating objects that are strategically 

placed and designed to attract pelagic fish. FADs are comprised of a 

large plastic disc that serves as a float and is equipped with a GPS 

Echosounder unit. It trails a net between 30 and 100 metres below the 

surface of the water, with weights attached at the bottom.

FISH AGGREGATION DEVICES (FADS)
DETECTION AND MANAGEMENT
DURING SEISMIC SURVEYS
Sercel Concept's Acquisition Specialists successfully reduce 
the risk of seismic survey equipment damage from FADs in West Africa
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SCOPE OF PROJECT
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Three Vessel Project Covering Two 3D and Two 2D Surveys 

 Marlin software updated daily with FAD positional data from 
the three main providers:

•     Global Marine     •     Satlink     •     Zunibal

   Sercel Concept Specialist Personnel infield to monitor all 
FAD positions.

•     Identify and track FADs that pose a risk to towed equipment & 
ensure corrective action taken

•     Plan operations in FAD clear corridors

SOLUTIONS APPLIED

RISKS TO SEISMIC SURVEY
OPERATIONS
FADS are commonly deployed in West Africa and can have a significant impact on 

o�shore operations. Monitoring and detecting FADs is crucial for the safe and 

e�cient management of seismic projects as they can tangle with towed equip-

ment deep in the water. As such, survey vessels are particularly vulnerable to 

them. 

FADs are di�cult to locate at sea and, once attached to equipment, can damage 

streamer internal circuitry, a�ecting telemetry, acoustic, or bird lines and causing 

streamers to part. Onboard navigators must surface or submerge the streamers 

impacted to minimize any damage whilst waiting for support vessels to remove 

the FAD. In some cases, when a FAD comes into contact with a seismic equipment, 

the vessel may be required to recover the streamers or sources to clear or repair  

the damaged parts, increasing survey idle time and ine�ciency.

KEY RESULTS
   254 FADs were recovered from the water  either by the chase 
vessel or removed from in-sea equipment.

   178 of those FADs were tracked from data feeds and were identi-
fied by acquisition specialists and removed before coming into contact 
with equipment.

FAD-RISK MITIGATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
   Commission Sercel Concept for pre-survey 
engagement with the three largest FAD data 
providers to ensure clear communication paths. 37 
FAD incidents could have been avoided if the 
communications had been initiated ahead of 
mobilization.

   Deploy the Marlin software to lead FAD retrieval 
and removal. On the West Africa project, of the 182 
FADs recovered by chase vessels, only 4 FADs were 
identified without direct help from Acquisition 
Specialists.
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